Lost In Translation
(or Traffic of this Loss)

Putting a Babel fish in your ear translates every language in the galaxy for
you perfectly, thereby simultaneously proving the existence and
nonexistence of God. Putting AltaVista’s Babel Fish translator in your ear
merely proves the existence of extremely bad computer-generated
translation. It also doesn’t fit very well, and might electrocute you.
The following quotations were translated by Babel Fish from English to
various other languages, and then translated back into English. They include
literary quotes, lines from movies, words of notable people, song lyrics,
assorted proverbs, and various other commonly-heard phrases.
Languages potentially in any quotation’s long path home include Chinese,
Dutch, French, German, Greek, Italian, Japanese, Korean, Portuguese,
Russian, and Spanish. No quote has passed through more than seven
languages; some have only gone through one.
Please identify the original quotation for us – or, in other words, if first it
decides the phrase of report because in us. Obviously.

1. Because of a certain or, because it is not, it is a interpellation.

2. Pauses in in in the name amore, first that you have broken my heart.

3. It will be truth, by the fact one confirms it that, the Sir, who has it by chance, by the
interior, will be which it if it it wishes the woman.

4. Violet of the cow has seemed, then became independent is possible, it will be able to
curve, I do not see under any condition under any condition, but no I am I simply, me,
being able to declare 4 it is possible to see, you do not desire 4.

5. With the land of the shutter, as for one the king eyed who is the individual.

6. Spoonful of mjdicine assistance of candy I, what a passage for the most inferior part.

7. The good fencings make fastenings nearly.

8. The free delivery mails, my friend, I do not give abusive language.

9. If slaag not tried first is, then attempt for second time.

10. All the efforts to me have appeared yesterday up to now are far. Hour examines, saint,
is which they must remain here. The oh that creed yesterday to the inside.

11. All the animals are these even, but partial then a other one smooth are.

12. If the mask of this death makes the thing fear walk without of being possible to use
for problem and who, with resembling and finishing I of the valley makes, it is.

13. These questions have fact that you in it, you invest: I balance the smell to the
happiness? Health ya and punk?

14. Yes, he who 4 will lower in thee of the love like? It was disclosed and it will make a
method of the examination.

15. AE hoped ye already navigated for in here.

16. In order to make smaltimento in you opinion Ohio state in by being the dawn before,
it comes it is, therefore the line is wide in the extreme our our hail ' to obtain the first role
of 1 and bright 1 o, - battle it is dangerous, it protects it is to be in order to do last one
which is kept, therefore it is possible, those where something has observing that cerium
vaillamment many with sumerk where order shines? And as for the rocket of the rocket
nochu the decrease gear which being our flags always here is red, bombs in the test which
it breaks and supplies of the air. Does opinion Ohio state of grasp and ' obtains the first
role o which and standard of the star inlays until now - most release and the house of the
earth of brave float?

17. Provided that it could not stop the gentimentgentillement for death, for which it has
stamaticej' with.

18. Friends, which novel, who have compatriots, to be in order to borrow it, in order the
ears.

19. Unfortunately, you make false me, to throw far my love, me discourteously.

20. Even if all, tasks still everyone, the person is in the heart which real link was.

21. Fees are verified? Speech is the speed, to which you believe. If she believes, then
your strike of hand!

22. To clearly force element which is not the line in the good night it disappears. Fury,
unfavorable with the death of the fury light/write.

23. That is the direction that the world refinish, not with an auction sale but a
choramingo.

24. Because interrogative your country to which my American of the worker, who can do
your thing and is not it makes it is possible because of your country make, asks you.

25. Hell of fable I that will be spinaches, and their fable I with.

26. To depend on the old soldier, are which they themselves they do not die under any
condition, exactly by distance it does not weaken.

27. It does not wish n, the no egg and the colors greens of the prosciutti until to to n, in
sam that will be.

28. The crew and it should make our morning which just becomes drunk from beginning?
As for Hooray morning you raise her whom you raise just in beginning.

29. As for absence compared to you make the center be brought up to the favorite.

30. We not to be the originals, by my friends we will continue in the fight to the end. We
will be the originals, we will be the originals. Time to lose, reason we not will be the
originals of peace.

31. The energy that is tends to buy, absolute energy of the purchases absolutely.

32. It will be by calculation by its idiot, vs noise and anger, and to intend that -nibyd6 it is
not said.

33. "Moment arrived," after it it was mentioned before Morses, "with the consideration of
the large part of the things: boots and boat and the candle of connection, first kohl plant
also kings and because the plate of sea to boil hot, and if pigs have mountain pass"

34. You do not make include/understand! I smog that you have an order. I smog to be
selected. I smog to be partially, in the place of the tramp, whom.

35. The marks of the music reduce the magic spell in the udder the primitive of.

36. Of my heat insulation exist killing 4, and it would have I confirm within with, which I
believe still. If you are not with with I, you lose the medium reason. Me you gives the
indications. Me you lettuce baby who stipulates more of time above.

37. The good information information connects not.

38. The more best thing is distant, is distant this, of me one; that fez always distant, more
better distant remains, which it goes, I which he always knows.

39. The central queen a certain cake, formed all days of the summer. The center
employee stole the cakes, took the clean party.

40. It picks hundred technique of hazard 100 inspiration and 90 and 9.

41. We OH weave complex ash, if we will exercise firstly, the misleading will be!

42. In the deep shining O in the delimitations on the most black night, dependent on
Badness my sight does not prevent it. Badness of the strength my strength to the credit
care - lanthanum of light/write the green color... distributes completely bends!

43. That almost of the stage, to calculate to you whom it jump is average humanity which
is great east there.

44. Reputation was given to the friend once more very once more with violation; Or
closely the upward wall English where we die.

45. Government my destiny, captain of for my reason that is I.

46. I have believed that one, 4 yours never I do not resemble the happy composition
poetic the wood.

47. The way goes of the door waarmet they starts, ustoichiv. The maintaining way will
send immediately and I must desire then captivated of the feet he entirely rather continue
he of the desires a lot of ways and samenkomst as long as they to meet to the large
method, race of flask of chonservnuyu which mho follow that. And whither and? Because
he cannot indicate for me.

48. The gulf of lobe hall, reveals the door of opening.

49. Consequently I wish jacks now in you. Whole are you your chair in relation to, are,
which marking sign puts them it to thing inside multi I it, which wishes it. It at present
and being opening jack you, is it you goes to of window and you outside much above
and, it Shout "or hell it is furious in you and it adheres, it goes outside, this thing dog!" It
has an address in the window to be to I outside at present if you go through which desire
marking sign lu put, you which within normality you it outside sit and much walk above,
it it, you is uncovered and and responsible, it wishes me and and and - "I under the act of
violence of hell, it has and is there, this thing dog, dog does not spread!"

50. While perhaps, rosebuds of the ye of the ye that they begin again is old flight of the
peace of time, this itself flower which mouse tomorrow today troughs.

51. See the lilies catching, as they develop; they worry, none in addition to them spiders.

52. It will stop this truth, because art of self-portrait explanatory is: The life under the last
one, is it freely and is loaded and of its determined founders transition-impossible of a
line, that continuation of the possibility, that if relates the human beings to be each same,
that for haut it it is extracted.

53 Which does it lift of the yonder windows of discontinuance?

54. I - you indicated the latter or, you consider the latter, thought your something wish,
have the point of view, are systematic inside, the dance are, match the latter, were
considered - we can hope that the situation of Ohio and the place are, the foot people are.
Push back their aileron, it changes is not either remote. It disappears is the word for in the
second place, if, does not have the dances of jump - the foot - similarity and the type
which you asked. The spot, they enter are, in the place, the 1 Japan and China it is limited
under the sunlight, is the place, they move itself roughly freely surround the ring,
required what with me worried is approximately can the piece of the world.

55. Order sand corn peace, with will want that in the colored heaven and palm's your
hand infinite effective intern to exist, and 1 hour looked the perpetuity will be the respect.

56. The vzoberites in altitude, I eat her, which I classify distant? to be task, jtoile sky, is
objective.

57. As for me in the earth where I have known somewhere the air, to that time it is, you
shot the arrow.

58. We are like this material, which same traeumerischen sets in two, our inside small
quantity are produced, which, the lives inside the flint to sleep.

59. They always have me mother, reason "it is which necessary to live, you seem taking
by the chocolate of basket. Bring benefit these it will go to any deadline to period lower
surface, it is which she did not know, it will make."

60. The drink with the eye and thine which is confirmed, or also does not raise of insides
however in 4 in the kus on which the cannot seek drink in the basin.

61. If bent of air of basket of vibration, the inferior blows of babies that quietly would
have with the surface of left winger of timber If the sector falls also the baby of basket of
fracture of vibration, you come the basket and a lot of vibration in the lower part.

62. In the first day Christmas of my real affection insufficiently for the wood not
Rebhuhn supplies to and.

63. Or dying flexibility gives freedom.

64. 4, which I shift without my intimate newspaper on no condition. Sensationally
something is correct, in order to always seize the course in one.

65. To take a walk people, to forgive, the godly east.

66. Does to be possible me the monkey where which necessary they become dirty to
shooting the stench was denounced from the foot, it is either one, the that of that it is be!

67. Accurately if the back division will be made the end if to seat accurately for low, to
follow, is heard history fatal to move the boats of this minimum that is started of history
and this tropical. Persona of the comrade and bravely fines the powerful person of the
navigation that flies truily. 5 temporary presumptions in the place to the sail of the day so
that 3 are moved moving 3 hours of the hour.

68. It conducts the means of celebrity to sepulchre.

69. We do not come lacking to Diminiremo. Which concerns us, if with fight and the
ocean, which we fight in France, who security, in which the air and the resistance
increase, which increase and, we all our islands, which are protected, there we at the sea,
with costs we are, that are with us and catch we, that fight from the inside with spiagge
with the method fight, with us and us because of the reason of the landing fight, our
fights, which fight with the hill; We do not get under any condition.

70. Neither one nor the other are always a borrower another place of degree of solvencygiving.

71. They came with me, lived you, it are my love; If and us all the hill and drop are happy
you and you examine, lower hook and you raise, of the harvests which it decides of the
forest or steepy the mountain.

72. Hopes the mobility, which is eternal in the chest of the person.

73. Seises sings a song of pence, a pocket totally four and twenty of mir them of the rye,
cooked with the furnace in empanada of the meat.

74. If you write the book, where the person you are good or declare in order to you
declare whoever is good or makes those for the case of valve of blows, which is better
than this neighbour, nevertheless it makes this house with the forest, the world makes the
street, which is struck in this door.

75. The flesh of the external constitution was already the poison of the external
constitution.

76. The main thing to possible war, does not have here! This space does war!

77. When it follows initially to the production and it put-if-er in step, 3 eyes of 3 rat blow
of remote eye the remote rat persona, to the vocês which vocês movement such and to see
this see to it. Each one short its handle ties vysekan the spouse of agriculturists of knives
afterwards that this, east that this cuts is exported to the crust and as thing. 3 Eyes this is
of the factor of the rat persona that the situation form that remote examined spectacle of
the life of the axle?

78. Pianist cannot be rocket. It depleted entire strength.

79. He it learns into the place and it is be dangerous.

80. Or in me by this it sets over a wound regarding is a word regarding is the pebble by it
it that it does not form the possibility from there my bone is and she does not break
without doubt.

81. Large of vysokayaa the responsibility comes within a number of energy.

82. The torpede of Damnez, from much passes the front quickly.

83. We only must be apprehension made frightened of the question.

84. In the bed and you increase early early, in the types a person equitably, rich and
intelligently.

85. 4 today to exactly, which standardizes it mainly from the boss, vegetable of the
information will be animal and ore on also, I knows the king of England, extracted by
marathon of fights of the historical overview in Waterloo, at the instruction, which
belongs to the empty category.

86. With knowknowing desired me to me should outside find. I wens-meo the friends of
the names in the PC Louis, amndt of that the group is explained. I explain it. It does not
know more a first which has with the centre since it is located, of I in the third. Don't the
nominated friends know? Yes. Is A affably after this, the first to be played? Yes. I will
consider who them friendly which are located low in the first surface of the name. The
friends whom a surface for the PC Louis plays low initially? . Burst in the first low
surface. Oned stops initially!

87. The activity talks with the sound where is bigger the word than.

88. And if list water the place to the water, which is already formed water, everyone and
everyone, which are small, the water too already fall the spirit.

89. Probably it to the player of has paid the condition of causes.

90. I the person he must know that they are his deceits of the chairman, because, you
salute to this form of inspection. A better method, four walks I is fraud.

91. It will give tides in the aspect to person, which it in the paragraph transfers it brings
success.

92. When it is, after this this healthy wing it supposition angel sound.

93. Few, ayto'.i the safety can give in the powerful fund the ascendante essential freedom
of that he is not worthy uniform in order to it acquires free provisional.

94. By it front, that time does not become the cause which it gets up and being important
from the picnic which in the people is not a people inside first method, it is expensive, it
is? Well in the sand before the what kind of ocean, the directness where is not it, when
the white pigeon it puts? In order that convenience which before will be forbidden inside
the schedule one road, when throwing, that time, does the public affairs which is not the
collective will put? Answer back, in wind my friend, you them in non wind answer back
non.

95. Inside enters is beautiful, the local night of not star-studded sky cloud and the sky and
enter all, dark is and inside the bright centralism in side seins and this volatile view.

96. There is a suction cup which per minute is fixed.

97. Rather stops of it pointedly, the tooth of the line is has ungrateful the child, capable
must be folded.

98. Good rule for the way of enfer of planning.

99. Quickly public affairs of the rifle of the degree of acceleration, of I justify it that it is
effectively possible, the personal edge - it generates high construction inside the opinion,!
in on sky of the internal part! The bird, the surface which it is him, is an individual of is
xoho which is that one!

100. There was old vein of the woman in the slippers. As far as her you did not know that
therefore many children he they who had them must do.

101. To speak 4? To speak 4? To speak 4? After this, each hell of word '? To speak 4? It
is good, because it will be at the beginning here for me. And with you the inspection with
the fact relative that you find whom you speak?

102. The inversion of where Brown’s of okniroy orphan of dogs she is fast.

103. Imbiciles is inner hasty, in which the angels they have the fear, touch that makes a
point.

104. Day which is removed of the aid measures of doctor of Apple 1.

105. 5 koralle where the complete breaststroke which swims is and made your father
from the bone, the eye which this is, wither itself of doth, but depending upon doth that it
suffers somewhat abundantly or strangely that important modification, then is not the
bead which is with necessarily.

106. The birds of the gebuesche of the model I complete with hand 2.

107. It has three kinds leugens: leugens, damnés and leugens the statistics.

108. That light/write is small more dangerously. Here, hour, we in the heart hold them
same. The foolishness, one has moved from the characteristic of contagion. Here, hour,
we in the heart hold them same. The Shirako di Mulato, the mug, mine libido. It is!

109. Proportional to me I superficially passed I that satisfied individual was not there. Its
there is not today again. It continued being desires, he them desires this distant spot.

110. It not more is best lower any condition of roads, to lose fact which it loves on all.

111. Is big, the big number that is included.

112. It improves in their feet to die as in their they elbows live.

113. This, is to him which looks at it here, smallin.

114. If to decorate clamorous with the ouxzweigen of the company of of you are the
station to be happy of the company, it happy dressed ours, place of the company of, to the
object of antique dealing of the hymn of I compliment of Troll of the maintained tide of
the yule of the company of of of.

115. The investment acceptance is possible in the sudden sun and in order the description
below form the hay.

116. And it is therefore the grateful for time, it is all fish.

117. The flutter, flutter, hold the first role; With regard to with regard to the peace which
you will fall in love with jewel from the sky, made I as to think about it some is so much
strongly in the doubt?

118. The jail and the iron staff time does not form it the stonework wall.

119. I exclude a test and, me make resists.

120. Does the Tigris and the hand, happen is knowing which thy end to peel and it of the
eye this certain person symmetry which is an insecurity does the day dawn on forest
internal of night the unsterblichen?

121. I your and my clean, obtain your puppy seat!

122. Dual dual of the pains with the preoccupation of Ozhogy of the fire, with pote of
bubbles.

123. Only geumherirrt I like cloud, that in high valleys and hills of or he swims, if of only
a course I saw an amount a center of the host of the source of the east of gold is stirred
up.

124. Therefore as for us being supported vis-a-vis the river after in the past
aforementioned continuation, it struck the boat.

125. The Oh, increase of monarches proud our massive Mons, with its clothes of the
handful of the truth for the drawer Peace of the sky for the inner country with that
dwelleth its volume of that soul selects for and is, floweth, is that nezho of the river of the
end stops next to ausprisst. Mons, Mons, with the praise of the song, why the echo, from
that altitude the mass, the mixture arrives that it who it stops to the length, he, is brings
that he necessarily, with the hymns that must the necessary cut, in umensheniye of the
posterior part the part of too much order that is due to move to him that he the year of
maturation 20 and in pinzón improvement of the assembly of the way? The bell is
homosexual, that that homosexual is!

